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SINKHOLES & AOB ABUSE
ONE SUCCESS; ONE TO GO



 Thank you to the diverse team of legislators, regulators, 
subject matter experts, and industry representatives who 
worked together to accomplish meaningful sinkhole reform.

 SB 408 is working:
 Real sinkhole claims are getting paid

 Sinkhole claims abuses have waned

 Sinkhole litigation has decreased

 A cost driver has been minimized…saving consumers money

SINKHOLES…



 The “signs” say YES

SINKHOLES & AOB…
IS AOB A SINKHOLE-LIKE PROBLEM?



 No hurricanes & sinkholes are no longer a profit driver

 AOB’s are the latest abusive claims practice – they are a cost 
driver

 Fortunately, we have a template for success

WHY HAS AOB BECOME AN ISSUE?



 Let’s hear from one of the most active plaintif f firms 
counseling water remediators, roofers, contractors, wildlife 
trappers, and other vendors to use AOB’s:

WHAT IS AN 
“ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS”?



WHAT IS AN 
“ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS”?



WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow vendors to get paid directly

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow vendors to avoid insurance policy obligations 
…even though they “stand in the shoes of the insured” and are 
seeking to collect under the insurance policy

 This defeats the terms on which the contract was formed

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow lawsuits and bad faith set-ups

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow attorneys to generate and collect fees

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s are used to try to recover retroactively

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s may lead to suits against mortgage companies

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 “AOB’s” have been expanded into BROAD, IRREVOCABLE 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow vendors to charge unjustified fees and require 
unreasonable things from the customer

 Customers who have insurance are billed at a higher rate

 Ridiculous cancellation fees – 30%

 Customer must release and hold the vendor harmless 

 $1,500 mortgage check processing fees 

 Unwarranted overhead and profit

 Administrative fees, travel time, fuel, rental truck, & 
supervisory fees

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 AOB’s allow vendors to have their cake and eat it too…

 AOB vendors demand payment while refusing to provide any 
documentation, itemization, or justification,  (claiming they 
don’t have to comply with policy requirements)

 AOB vendors can “stand in the shoes of the insured” against 
the insurance company and still file a lien against the 
insured’s home to collect

WHY HAVE AOB’S
BECOME SO PREVALENT?



 Homes got fixed without claims inflation or litigation

 Vendors submitted invoices at customary rates and insurance 
companies paid them

 AOB is a recent Florida problem – only arisen since sinkhole 
reform and years without hurricanes

 The other 49 states do not have AOB’s used in this way yet 
claims get paid every day

WHAT HAPPENED BEFORE AOB’S?



 CONSUMERS WHO HAVE CLAIMS can be negatively impacted 
by:
 A total loss of control over their claim 
 Kept in the dark about the nature, cost, and status of their claim

 A total loss of control over lawsuits filed “on their behalf”

 Getting hit with outrageous fees

 Being placed in the middle of disputes over inflated fees

 Having repairs delayed due to a vendor’s refusal to cooperate with 
the insurer

 Having to indemnify or hold vendors harmless

 Being sued for the difference between what the insurer legitimately 
paid the contractor and what was actually billed

 Having liens filed against their homes

HOW DO AOB’S HARM CONSUMERS?



 AOB is a cost driver that impacts everyone 
 EVERYONE is harmed by increased insurance rates from 

skyrocketing claim costs
 Claims are inflated from:
 Plumber referral fees - Suing insurance companies has become so lucrative that water 

remediation contractors are paying up to $1,500 in referral fees to plumbers for AOB claims. 
That referral fee is built into the cost of the claim.

 Inflated invoices
 Padded service fees
 Public adjuster fees
 Attorneys fees

 Former Insurance Consumer Advocate, Robin Wescott, warned that AOB’s 
are driving homeowners insurance rates up 17% annually

 In some parts of the state, AOB claims settlements average nearly 3 times 
the amount of non-AOB claims ($32,000 vs. $12,000)

 The unnecessary costs created through AOB abuses must be included in 
rate filings to the OIR, which increases rates or cancels decreases due to 
lower reinsurance costs or other favorable conditions

HOW DO AOB’S HARM CONSUMERS?



 EVERYONE is harmed by SKYROCKETING LITIGATION
 1000% increase in total AOB lawsuits 2005-06 to 2013-14
 AOB lawsuits related to residential property insurance gone from 0 in 

2005, to 70 in 2009, to over 2,000 in 2014.
 Some law firms are filing 50-75 lawsuits a day

 Total  AOB Lawsuits
 92,521 from 2013-2014
 85,137 from 2011-2012
 25,155 from 2009-2010
 19,154 from 2007-2008
 9,424 from 2005-2006

HOW DO AOB’S HARM CONSUMERS?



 AOB Lawsuits cl imbing

 Miami-Dade frequency 
up 2600% in 10 years 

HOW DO AOB’S HARM CONSUMERS?



 Yes, insurers have attempted to: 
 Attack AOB language;

 Assert coverage defenses;

 Assert lack of standing; and

 Assert an inability to assign rights before they exist in coverage 

but Florida’s courts have rebuffed these efforts

 The courts have clearly deferred to the Florida Legislature

HAVE WE TRIED TO ADDRESS AOB’S?



 This truly is a consumer issue and legislative reform is required to 
address this abusive practice and cost driver

 Reforms could codify that:
 An assignment cannot transfer the right to enforce payment for post-

loss benefits under the policy (627.405 was intended as a consumer 
protection, not a profit  generator for third-par ty vendors)

 The terms of insurance policy may control how AOB’s wil l  be permitted
 No l iens – if assignee elects to stand in the shoes, cannot also l ien
 Assignee must adhere to policy obligations
 An AOB must:

 Be provided to insurer within 3 business days
 Include a 3-day revocation period (triggered when provided to insurer)
 Include a disclaimer clarifying what rights are being relinquished
 Include a fee schedule

 An AOB cannot:
 Include cancellation fees, processing fees, etc.
 Prevent or inhibit communication between the insured and insurer 

WHAT CAN BE DONE?



 This problem is already out of control in South Florida and 
spreading to Orlando, Tampa and other areas of the state. 

 If a fix is not implemented, this abusive claims practice will 
escalate like we’ve already seen with PIP and sinkhole abuse.

 We know how these sorts of cost drivers cause higher 
insurance rates and out-of-control litigation.  

WHAT IF A FIX IS NOT IMPLEMENTED?



 Reform will require a team effort

 Senate Bill 596 and the effort for reform should be supported 

 Data calls are underway but I would assert that we have 
sufficient data to know we have a call to action

 John Rollins has provided substantial and credible data about 
the impact this cost driver is having on Citizens

 John will now bring us up to speed with the latest information

HOW DO WE MOVE FORWARD?


